Chapter 2: A Troubled Memoir from the Past
The unknown entity that appeared and almost swallowed Michaelis Rosso seemed to be the Angra Maniyu.
However, he managed to escape from its grasp and rescued Rosso. Samari and Kilitia were outside the demolished
bus and shocked to see Michaelis down and possibly out.
Kilitia: Utan. Utan. Utan!!!!
Utan: Huh, what happened?
Samari: The bus is gone.
Utan: I’m sorry.
Kilitia: Why?
Utan: That thing that I saw is the reason why.
Samari: What? Are you - - Utan: (annoyed and enraged.) Don’t ask any more questions. Some dangerous creatures are here to devour us. If
we don’t leave, we’ll suffer the same fate as the others here. (releases his tense demeanor and looks at Kilita and
Samari.) You have to be strong, both of you. This for our own sake, we have to leave Hawaii and recover.
Kilitia: Yes, I understand.
Samari: Let’s go, brother.
Utan and his sisters drove all over Hawaii to seek help from the Angra Maniyu. They couldn’t find any people for
help. They’ve decided to catch their breath at a desolated amusement park.
Samari: There’s no one here.
Kilitia: I’m scared, Utan.
Utan: No, we have to keep trying to find some survivors here; no matter what it takes to do so.
The same strange noise heard at the bus startles Utan, again.
Utan: Come on, we have to leave this park. (becoming annoyed) Let’s go.
Samari and Kilitia followed Utan to safety. Then out of nowhere, the entities appeared and took form of female
shades. Then sees Zouken behind Utan.
Zouken: Hello, Utan.
Kilitia: No.
Samari: He’s supposed to be dead.

Zouken: True, you young ladies are just like me now.
Utan: Huh, what are you talking about?!
Zouken: Your sisters happen to be the dangerous entities themselves, you saw those so-called creatures destroy
and took the lives of the people at the airport.
Utan: What? (senses a dark aura.)
Zouken: You’ve lost. You’ve been a corrupt being ever since you’ve left Japan. Now that we’re here, we can now
destroy you. It’s time. Become one with the Angra Maniyu - - - and help exterminate Utan.
Utan: What? (Turns around and sees her sisters become corrupted by the Angra Maniyu.) No. No. NOOOOOO!!!!!
You bastard!!!
Zouken: (laughs maniacally.) You should feel proud to harvest these beings. After all, you have created them.
Utan: What?!!! How the hell did - - - you - - Zouken: Prepare to die, Utan.
He had to by using his own natural abilities to escape. Utan used Michaelis’s flash and smoke bombs and runs for
cover as the Angra Maniyu spawns were chasing him.
Utan: (breathing heavily.) This is incredible what they did to come all this way just to die. I have to finish this for
good.
Utan releases his tense demeanor and begins to activate his power gauntlet. Zouken felt negative aura flowing out
of Utan. He orders the Angra Maniyu to find him.
Utan cuts his right hand were he has the gauntlet in order to generate the Golden Axe Sword. But however, he
needed at least five seconds for the sword of that caliber to form. Then, the spawns were able to locate him; but it
was too late. Utan was able to cut through them. Zouken was shocked to see that sword.
Zouken: What - - - What is this?!!!
Utan: You should be grateful, for allowing me to unleash this forbidden marvel that you are about to be crushed by.
Now, disappear!!!!!
Utan destroys Zouken with the Golden Axe Sword and freeing the Angra Maniyu’s influence from Michealis, Samari
and Kilitia. His sword disappeared.
Utan: (breathes heavily and slams the ground.) Damn it!! Why did I let this happen?

He carries Michaelis, Samari, and Kilita into the van to safety. At his house, Utan was able to absorb the remaining
essences from those three. The rest was up to them. Utan knew he had to defeat the remaining Angra Mainyu
spawns here before he could find the main core. Then, Ivan and Nicholas appear outside his house.
Utan: Ivan? Nicholas? What are you doing here?

Nicholas: Michaelis. Is he alright?
Utan: He is, for now. Has the Angra Maniyu attacked Honolulu yet?
Nicholas: No. I’m afraid that may be our safe haven. Let’s bring them to our house.
Utan senses more of Angra Maniyu spawns, but they were a bit weaker.
Nicholas: There’s more? There’s like about hundreds of these female nightshades.
Angra Maniyu Spawn: Utan.
Utan was ready to go out there to fight against them all.
Nicholas: Are you crazy? We have to head to Honolulu, alive.
Utan: You guys go on ahead. It seems like I have some unfinished business back in Japan to take care of.
Nicholas: Don’t tell me those things are after you. I’m quite positive they - - Ivan: We understand. Nicholas, let’s go carry them out of here while Utan stalls us.
Nicholas: But, Ivan.
Ivan: I’m counting on you.
Utan was able to beat all the Angra Maniyu spawns as Ivan and Nicholas fled to Honolulu to safety.

